YOUR SMILE PLAYBOOK

LIVE LIFE SMILING!
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"Creating Generations of Beautiful Smiles"
SureSmile Diagnostic and Therapeutic Technology
THE ORASCANNER
A handheld device that uses white light to capture digital images of your teeth in real time.

SURESMILE SOFTWARE
Provides the doctor with the best orthodontic treatment planning digital software tools available. The target position of each tooth is planned in advance so you'll know what outcome to expect.

SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY
archwires are created during the robotic customization process. These "smart" wires permanently retain your individual prescription and are activated by your own body heat.

After your SureSmile wire is inserted, you'll be on your way to a beautiful, healthy smile sooner than you thought possible.
Class I
Severe Crowding of Teeth

Treatment Duration: SureSmile Enhanced: 9 Months
Class II division 1
Severe overjet and overbite
Moderate crowding of teeth
Two Phase Therapy: Skeletal than Dental Optimization
Class II
Both crowding and spacing
Upper right canine potentially impacted
Moderate overbite and overjet
Crossbite and lower jaw deviation

Impact upper right canine tooth

Canine tooth in place
Bite corrected

Right crossbite
Invisalign Treatment: 9 months
One of the findings for this patient is a tooth mass discrepancy. The upper lateral incisors are pegged. Since the roots on the teeth are viable, the best plan is to create space around the pegged teeth and then have the general dentist place restorations over them to harmonize the smile line.

Tooth crowding, peg-shaped upper laterals, moderate overbite, missing permanent teeth
Beautiful Result!

The top photos show the final planned result after braces. Note spaces around the pegged teeth planned for cosmetic restorations. The lower photos after the teeth were restored by the general dentist.
Severe Class III
Deep Overbite
Severe Underbite
Severely Spaced
Dentition
AMAZING
Timing is everything. Extractions took place early for this patient as permanent teeth are making their way in and before braces started. This "serial" extraction technique allows more room for the teeth to erupt. The closer to the final position the teeth arrive, the less relapse potential there is later.
Impacted cuspid. An Important tooth to save!

Surgical exposure of an impacted tooth is done in the office by an oral surgeon or periodontist. A tiny window is cut into the tissue so an orthodontic attachment can be placed on the impacted tooth. Using the braces the tooth is gently coaxied into position.

Treatment
Suresmile: 20 months

Class I, crowding, impacted canine teeth
Upper cuspids are impacted and primary canines are removed.

Braces create space for impacted teeth. Then teeth are guided into proper place in the dental arch. With SureSmile technology, the time interval between 2 & 3 was 4 months.

AMAZING Final Result
Some severe skeletal discrepancies are impossible to correct with braces alone and a surgical procedure is required to reposition or widen the jaw while the braces align the teeth and bite. A consultation with a recommended surgeon will help determine the best treatment plan and timing. A result such as this one is life changing.
A smile is a gift that lasts a lifetime.
Laugh

Smile like you mean it!
Your are someone's reason to smile!

Dream